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the purpose planners prayer:

planning is a 

mindset + a lifestyle

Dear God,

There is so much on my plate to 
get done today. I’m grateful you’ve 

chosen me to do it but, I don’t 
have strength to lift a finger.

Please fill me now with the kind of 
strength and focus that only 

come from you.

Amen
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what you'll need 
to get started

A printed copy of your Purpose Driven 

calendar Planning Workbook

Pen / Pencil

Scissors

Sticky Notes (optional)

Thought sorter cards (optional)
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goal #1: goal #2:

Scale down + Focus + Execute 
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habakkuk 2:2-3 nasb 

record the 
vision and inscribe 
it on tablets, that 
the one who reads 

it may .”  
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5 Bible-based 
declarations to speak 
order over your plans

Proverbs 16:3

I commit to the Lord whatever I do, and he will establish my plans.

Jeremiah 29:11

For God know the plans He has for me, declares the Lord, plans to 

prosper me and not to harm me, plans to give me hope and a 
future.

Psalm 20:4

May God give me the desire of my heart and make all my plans 

succeed.

Psalm 143:8

Let the morning bring me word of your unfailing love, for I have put 

my trust in you. Show me the way I should go, for to you I entrust 

my life.

Proverbs 16:9

In my heart I planning my course, but Lord establish my steps.
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c o n f i r m a t i o n
comfort
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Brain Dump
+

  Thought Sorting
+

  Mapping
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birthdays

anniversaries

date nights

personal time with god

reoccuring + mandatory expenses

physicals (dental, check up, etc)

self care days

vacations

events

kids's school calaendar dates

church/religious observations

non-negotiables 
to keep on your radar

Add to the list:
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Note:
Cut out your cards for easy sorting. 
Now think it, sort it, execute it! Dump one thought/goal/ idea/ per card. 

Thought Sorter Cards 
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Thought Sorter Grid 

Q1 Q2
Q3 Q4

Jan - Mar

JUL - SEP Oct - Dec

APR - JUN
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My Purpose Map 
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PRAY.  PLAN.SLAY 
November 13 ,  2021   

Month End Review  

Quart ly  Review
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weekly purpose plan
Notes:

Week of:

MONday Mindset

Wednesday

Friday CEO Meetings

Tuesday

Sunday Slays

Thursday

Saturday
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final thoughts
As you execute your new purpose driven plan and strategies, here's some 
nuggets for the road.

Stop spiritualizing failure as God not wanting you to do something. 
Breaking, crushing, and pushing is a theme we see throughout scripture.

I've made peace with the fact that failing is inevitable. 

EVERYTHING I've ever accomplished started with an idea. Some simple 
scribbles on the page of a notebook. You might have pages of success 
tucked away somewhere. Journals full with victory + deliverance. What we 
need isn't money, or opportunity, its ACTION + CONSISTENCY. The ability 
to be crushed and still continue.

May God grant you the grace to be a finisher and may He break every 
historical and generational pattern of quitting, sabotaging and throwing in 
the towel, in Jesus name!
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I'm Nicole, Minister + The Purpose Coach. 

Think, an episode of Iyana Vanzat's Help Fix My Life, meets Sunday 
morning service with BIshop T.D. Jakes lol. 

I help Christian women to demystify their life's purpose so they can live 
with clarity, consistency, confidence, and take ACTION!

I love God passionately, anything rose gold, stationery makes my whole 
face light up, thrift store shopping is how I unwind, and I think cotton candy 
and funnel cakes should be way more accessible. 

Maybe you saw me speaking, or preaching at a church, or an event, heard 
about me from a friend or, follow me on social media. Whatever lead you 
here, please don't come this far and turn back. It may seem casual, or even 
accidental, but I believe it's because you know it's high time you stops 
second-guessing yourself + God is gently nudging you into ACTION. Let's 
figure it out together.

Nicole   xo 

hello!
Author • Entrepreneur • Mentor • Mother • 
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notes
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